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Understanding Australia’s influenza pandemic policy on the strategic use of the antiviral drug stockpile:

Targeted post-exposure prophylaxis represents a more efficient use of the stockpile than treatment alone
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With the emergence of H1N1 influenza 09 (novel human swine influenza A[H1N1] 2009), efforts to control the spread and mitigate the impact of this virus have been implemented. The Australian health management plan for pandemic influenza (2008) (AHMPPI) outlines a range of strategies aimed at eliminating an outbreak where possible (the “Contain” response), or reducing transmission sufficiently to allow distribution of a targeted vaccine (the “Sustain” response). Following evidence of sustained transmission within Victoria in May 2009, state and territory health departments began implementing the Contain response, with a switch to a modified Sustain response in Victoria within weeks.

The AHMPPI recommends liberal distribution of the stockpile of neuraminidase inhibitors (oseltamivir, zanamivir) to constrain influenza transmission. This policy was based on modelling studies synthesising the best available evidence, including clear demonstration of the efficacy of antiviral drugs to prevent secondary infection in randomised controlled trials. Notwithstanding revision of the AHMPPI on 17 June 2009 to incorporate the present “Protect” phase, understanding the rationale for and defining the operational implications of the initial recommendations for antiviral drug use are priorities.
Translation of evidence from epidemiological trials into pandemic policy is challenging, given the complexity of real-world factors that influence intervention effectiveness. For example, as has been observed with many vaccines, drug effects on transmission have far greater impact when implemented across a whole population. The chosen antiviral deployment strategy needs to take into account not only the direct effects benefiting the treated individual, but also indirect effects due to changes in subsequent transmission. In a rapidly growing epidemic, these secondary effects are critical to determining the optimal deployment strategy. Mathematical modelling provides a way to systematically investigate these issues.

Using a diverse set of assumptions and frameworks, models consistently demonstrate that for a country with a sufficiently large stockpile of antiviral drugs, augmenting a patient treatment policy with targeted post-exposure prophylaxis represents a more efficient use of the stockpile than treatment alone. Modelling performed in the Australian context, where the number of stockpiled antiviral drug courses is 40% of the population size, has demonstrated that extensive drug distribution for preventive purposes does not compromise the ability to treat infected patients. It was therefore recommended in the AHMPPI that prophylaxis should be provided to as many readily identifiable contacts as possible during the Contain response, with continued provision to household contacts during the Sustain response. Provision of continuous pre-exposure prophylaxis to health care workers was also recommended, as this additive burden on the stockpile would not substantially impede efforts to delay the pandemic.

Lessons learned so far in the effort to implement these recommendations have highlighted the importance of clear case definitions to guide treatment, particularly when disease is mild. Delays in confirming infection, associated with finite laboratory resources, posed significant challenges for front-line health care workers. This practical issue must be addressed should deployment of existing stockpile reserves be recommended in coming years, as potentially more virulent variants of the present pandemic strain arise.

Meanwhile, further research and policy development are required on a largely unaddressed issue. A transmissible drug-resistant variant of the pandemic strain may arise either by de-novo mutation or by reassortment with drug-resistant seasonal strains (eg, the oseltamivir-resistant 2008 seasonal H1N1 strain carrying the H274Y mutation [histidine-to-tyrosine mutation at codon 274]), and its spread would be favoured by widespread antiviral use. The effort to delay the appearance of such a variant might stimulate a change to the recommended strategies for antiviral deployment. To date, novel H1N1 viruses demonstrating oseltamivir resistance have been isolated from individuals in Denmark and Japan.

Several published models have been used to investigate the potential consequences of antiviral drug resistance and all demonstrate that emergence of a transmissible drug-resistant variant will reduce the effectiveness of antiviral distribution strategies, with obvious consequences for their utility in “buying time” before a targeted vaccine becomes available. Two recent studies have investigated strategies for reducing the negative impact of drug resistance. Both considered the case where the main stockpile (ie, oseltamivir) is supplemented with a smaller secondary stockpile of another drug (eg, zanamivir).

One study considered four strategies for antiviral drug distribution when both drugs are available for treatment and prophylaxis. It was concluded that a strategy whereby the smaller stockpile (drug B) is reserved for treatment, while the main stockpile (drug A) is used for prophylaxis, will most effectively delay the peak of the epidemic and result in the lowest overall level of drug resistance. Alternative strategies of random allocation of drug A
or drug B to each individual who is prescribed an antiviral drug, or use of drug B followed by drug A, were also shown to have significant benefits over a single-drug policy. Cycling between one drug and the other over a period of weeks or months was shown to be a high-risk strategy and cannot be recommended.

Treatment strategies were also considered in the other study, which demonstrated that using a small amount of drug B followed by drug A will reduce the overall attack and greatly reduce the resistant attack rate.⁹ In addition, the global implications of a two-drug strategy were considered, taking into account regular entry of infectious individuals into countries and regions over the course of a pandemic. It was shown that if the primary source country implements a strategic two-drug distribution policy, any country into which strains are subsequently introduced will gain a significant benefit from implementing a similar policy.

Both these studies provide strong evidence for jurisdictions to consider acquisition of a secondary drug to supplement their primary drug stockpile. Whether the stockpiles are deployed in order (drug B, then drug A) or separated for use as treatment only and prophylaxis only would largely depend on logistical constraints and overall feasibility of the alternative strategies. Either strategy is likely to provide significant benefits compared with deployment of a single drug.

In a climate of great uncertainty surrounding characteristics of the current influenza outbreak,¹⁰ the challenge worldwide is for jurisdictions to implement flexible evidence-based policies for antiviral stockpile distribution that maximise their effectiveness.
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